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OF A PAIRWISE PROXIMITY SP ACE 

By M. K. Singal and Sunder Lal 

1. Introduction. This paper investigates certain properties of a set X equipped 
with two quasi-proximities. Such a space is called a biquasi-proximity space and 

is equivalent to a bitopological space. i. e. every bitopological space admits of 
two quasi-proximities which yield the topologiesof the space. Section 2 contains 
definitions and results that are needed in order to prove the results in the 

~ollowing sections. 1n section 3 are given characterizations of some separation 
axioms in bitopological spaces. These characterizations are purely in terms of the 
two quasi-proximities of the space. When the two quasi-proximities coincide. 
they reduce to the corresponding results about qlla.si-proximity spaces [7]. 1n section 

4 we construct a compactification of a pairwise proximity space. Such spaces are 
equivalent to pairwise completely regular spaces. This compactification reduces to 
the Smirnov compactification of a proximity space if the quasi-proximities of 
pairwise proximity space coincide. 

2. Definitions and elementary properties. 

(a) Proximities Let X be a non-empty set. A quasz"φroximity on X is a relation 

ß on the family ‘!? (X) of all subsets of X satisfying the following axioms : 
Q.l. (A. B)εδ implies A=pØ. B =pØ 
Q.2. (AUB. C)εδ iff (A. C)εδ or (B. C)Eδ. and (A. BUC)εδ iff (A. B) 
εδ or (A. C)εδ 

Q.3. AnB=pø implies (A, B)εδ 

Q.4. If (A. B)뚱δ. then there exists an eε!? (X) such that (A. E)줄δ and 
(X-E.B)풍δ. 

A proximi쉰， δ on X is a quasi-proximity δ on X. which is also symmetric • 
.1. e. , 

Q.5. (A. B)εδ implies (B. A)Eδ. 

A (quasi-) proximity iJ is said to be s양'arated if it satisfies the axiom 
Q.6. ({x}, {y}) εδ implies x=y. 
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To each quasi-proximity δ on X there is associated another quasi-proximity δ -1 

on X defined by 

(A. B)εδ-1 iff (B, A)εδ. 
-h-l 

δ-" is called the conjugate of δ. Clearly (δ )-"=δ and δ is a proximity iff 

δ=δ-1. 

A subset C of a quasi-proximity space (X, δ') is said to be closed if ({X} , C) 

E (J 눴plies xεC. The topology defin려 by the collection of all such c losed sets is 

cal1cd the topology generated by δ and is denoted by ‘:T(å). This topology 뾰ed 

not satisfy any separation axiom, but it is necessarily completely regular if δ is a 

proximity. Also ‘:T(δ) is T 1 iff δ is separated. Any topological space (X, ‘:T)can 

be equipped with a quasi-proximity δ such that ‘:T(δ') =.r [9, 12]. Thus 

quasi-proximity spaces are equivalent to topological spaces. Likewise biquasi

proximity spaces are equivalent to bitopological spaces. 

Let (X, δ) be a proximity space. A collection (J of subsets of X is call어 a 

cluster if the follo￦ing conditions are satisfied: 

(i) If A and B belong to (J then (A, B)Eδ 
(ii) If (A, B)εδ for every Bε(J， then Aεσ 

(iii) If AUBε(J， then, Aε(J or BE(J. 

For each xεX， the collection 

{ACX: (A, x)εδ} 

is a cluster, called a point clμster. The concept of cluster is an떠ogue of ultrafilter 

in topological spaces and is used in constructing Smirnov compactification of a 

proxlmlty space. 

If δ is a quasi-proximity on X , then ~‘ defined by “ (A, B)εδ* iff for each 

finite covers {A1, A2' …Am}' {B1, B2' "', Bn} of A and B, (Ai , Bj)Eå and (Bj’ 

Ai)εδ for some i , = 1, …, m, j = 1, ... , n, "is a proximity on X. It is called the 

proximi낀 generated by δ. 

Other terms about proximities not defined here can be found in [8]. 

(b) Bitop이ogi않1 Spaces. If 칸 and 킹 are two top이ogies on a non-empty 

set X , then the order려 triple (X, 칸， 킹) is called a bitop이0힘cal space [2]. 

It is said to be (a) pairwise T 0 [6] if for every pair of distinct points there exists 

a 칸 or a 컬-neighbourhood of one p이nt not containing the other; (b) pairwise 

T 1 [6] if for every pairof distinct points x, y there exists a 칸 or a 킹

neighbourhood of x not containing y; (c) pm"rwise T 2 [14] if for every pair of 
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distinct points x ,y there exist a 칸 neighbourhood of x and a -%" -neighbourh∞d 

of y (i갖j) which are disjoint; (d) paz'rwise Urysohn [1이 끊 for any two points x 

and y such that x~y there exists a .5f -open set U and a -%" -open set V such 

that xεU， yEV, 킹--clUn .5f-clV=Ø (i~j); (e) ψ'airwise RO [6] if for every 

G in .5f, xEG추 킹--cl {x} ζG， (i~j); (f) ψaz'rwz'se R 1 [7] if for x , yεX， and 

i~j 적--cl{x} 낯 킹--cl {y} irnplies x has a ..:ç -neighbourhood and y has a .5f 

neighbourhood which are disjoint; (g) pa상ψse regular [2] if every point of X 

has a 캉--neighbourhood base consisting of 킹--cIosed sets (i~j); (h) pairwise 

completely regκlar (4) if for every 적-- closed set F and xEX -F and z'~j， there‘ 

exists a fUIlction f : X-• [0, 1] which is .5f -upper semi-continuous C u. s. c.) and 
-%" -lower semi-continuous O. s. c.) such that f(x) =0, f(F) = {1} ; (i) pairψse 

normal [2] if for every .5f-cIosed set A and a -%"- closed set B with AnB=ø, 
there exists a -%"-neighbourhood F of A and a ‘;r-neighbourhood G of B such 

that FnG=ø. 

A cover Z! of a bitopological space (X, ..9í. .3중) is said to be pairwise open (1) 

if Z!C ..9íU.32 and if furthermore contains a non-empty member of .5f(i=1, 
2). A bitopological space (X, ..9í, .3중) is said to be ψatzuZse c0%엉'act (3) if each 

적--closedset C폼X is 킹--compact (i '7ξj). A cover Z! of a bitopological space 

CX, 칸， 걷) is said to be 적-킹- open [13) 표 z!c적U횟. If ev떼 칸
j중 open cover of X has a finite subcover, the bitopological space CX, ..9í, .3강) 
is said to be compact [13). Clearly every compact bit야lOlogical space is pairwise 

compact. 
Notations. 1n a quasi-proximity space (X, δ) ， ‘:T(δ)--closure of. ACX is 

denoted by δ'-clA. AζB means (A, X - B)fEδ， B is called a δ~neighbourhood of 

A. C {x} , {y})Eδ is written as (x, y)εδ. Closure of {x} in ‘:T(한) is written as 
_t 
X. 

3. Biquasi-proximity Spaces. In this section we give characterizations of some

separation axioms is terms of the quasi-proximities of a biquasi-proximity space, 

without explicit reference to the induced topologies. Proofs of the results are 

simple and hence many of them are omitted. 

THEOREM 3.1 A biquasi-proxiηzity space (X, δl' δ'2) is pairμlise T o iff Cx, y) 

εβnβ-1=ìX=y， where β=δ1nδ2" 

THEOREM 3.2 (X, 이， δ2) is paz'rwise T 1 iff (x, y)E프β=ìx=y， where β= δ1nδ2"" 

THEOREM 3.3 A biquas샤?·oxt??Z찌’ ‘pace (X. ð'1' δ'2) is pairwise Ro iff Cx, y)ε 
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δi성(y， ~)Eδj i낯j. 

THEOREM 3.4 A biquasi-p1'oxiηzity space (X, 이， δ'2) is pai1'ψise T 2 zfl 101' each 

pair x, y 01 distinct points 01 X the1'e exz'sts a cove1'ing {A, B} 01 X such that 

(x, A) 졸 깐， (y, B) 졸 δj i :pj , i. j=l, 2. 

PROOF. The necessity is obviously. For sufficiency, suppose the condition is 
satisfied. so that for x낯y. there exist A. B such that(x. A) 종 ζ， (y. B)풍δj’ 

AUB=X. C1earIy X-A and X-B are the required disjoint neighbourhoods of x 
and y respectively. 

THEOREM 3.5 A biquasiψ1'oximity space (X, 이， δ2) is pair써se T 2 ill ((x. y), 
.1)εδ::>x=y. whe1'e δ=한×δj the p1'oduct qχasiψfOxi짧ty on XxX and .1= {(x. x); 

xεX}. 

PROOF. (X. 이， δ'2) is pairwise T 2 iff ..1 is closed in δ iff ((x, y) • .1)εδ::>(x. 

y)ε4성x=y. 

THEOREM 3.6 A biqμasiψroxkηity space (X. δl' δ2) is pai1'wise R 1 ill 101’ each 

양，az'1' X. y 01 points 01 X 101' which the1'e exists a p ε X such that 

φ. x) ε 낀 but (P. y) 줄 까 

0 1' (P. x) fE 진 but (P. y) E δj’ 

the1'e exists a cove1' {A. B} 01 X such that (x. A)풍 진 and (y. B) fE 힌:. 

THEOREM 3. 7 A biqμasi-p1'oximity space (X. δl' δ'2) is pai1'싸se UηIsohn zfllo1' 

X낯y， the1'e exists a pai1'wise open cove1' {Ai’ A;l 01 X such that (x. Ai)줄낀， (y. Aj) 

풍띤， whe1'e. Ai is 와-open. Aj is 아-φe%， i낯j. 

COROLLARY 3.1 Fo1' a biqμasi-p1'oximity space (X, δl' 쟁. (X. δl' Ò2) is paiγ씨se 

U1'ysohn ::>(X. 이， δ2) is pai1'wise T 2::>(X, δl' δ2) is ψai1'wz'se R 1 ::>(X, 이， δ'2) is 

pai1’wise Ro' 

THEOREM 3. 8 A biquasiφ1'oximity space (X, δl' δ'2) is pai1'wise 1'egula1' ill 101' 

each x ε X and 101' each δcneighboμ1'hood A 01 x. there exz'sts a δi-neighbou1'hood 

B 01 x sμch that δj cl B몽iA， i;ξj. 

PROOF. The sufficiency part is obvious. For necessity paπ， let x be in X and 
let A be a δcneighbourhood of x. Since (x. X - A)줄진， there exists a 진-neighbour

hood D of x such that (D, X -A)졸한. Let B be a δj-closed neighbourhood of x 

contained in D. Then BζiA. 

THEOREM 3. 9 A biquas샘1'oximity space (X. δl' δ강 is pairz앙 
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짜f there exists a quas샤roximity δ on X with ‘:r(한)=.!TCδ) ， .!T(이)=‘:rCδ-1) ， 낯제. 

PROOF. See [5] • 

As is well-known there are pairwise normal spaces which are not pairwise 

completely regular. Therefore the topologies of a pairwise normal space need not 

be conjugate. But it they are, wehave the following result. 

THEOREM 3.10 CX, δ， δ-1) is pair찌se normal ill δ is d，쟁ned as CA, B)Eδ ill 
Q-cI Anp-cI B ::prP where CP, Q) is a ψair 01 conjugate topologies on X. 

PROOF. Clearly P=.!TC이， Q=‘rCδ-1). Now the result follows from [5]. 

1t is known that a compact Hausdorff space admits of a unique proximity. Here‘ 

we generalize this result to bitopological space. 

LEMMA 3.1 Let CX, P , Q) be a pairwise completely 1'egκla1' space and let δ be a 
qμasi-φroxtηz때 on X sμch that P=‘:r Cδ') Q=‘:rCδ-1). 11 A is P-coηzpact and B 
is P-closed, then AnB= rP::>CA, B) 줌 δ. 

PROOF. For each aεA， Ca,B) 졸 δ， so that there exists a P-neighbourhood Nσ 
of a such thatCNa, B)졸δ. {Na : aEA} is a P-nl경ghbourhood cover of A, and 
so admits of a finite subcover {N a. : i = 1, …, n}. Clearly CA, B) 훌 δ， since ACN 

” =UNa· 

THEOREM 3.11. For every pairwise compact space CX, P , Q) , whose topologies aγe 

conjugate there z's a ιtiqμe quasi-proximity δ on X sχch that P=.!T Cδ) ， Q= .!T Cδ-1). 

PROOF. Let us define δ on X by setting CA, B) ε δ iff CQ-cI A)nCp-cl B) ::prP. 
” Then δ is a quasi-proximity on X such that P= ‘rCδ) ， Q= ‘rCδ-1). If δ1 is any 

other quasi-proximity with this property, then CQ-cI A) n CP-cl B) 낯rP::> CQ-cI A, 
P-cI B) E δ1 송Î CA, B) ε δ1. Since Q-cIosed sets in a pairwise compact space are 

P-compact, therefore Q-cI A is P-compact. From lemma 3.1 CQ-cl A)nCp-cl B)= 

rP => CA，1J)활δ1. Therefore δl=δ. 

4. Ca:rcp!l.ctification of a pairwise proximity space. 1n this section we shall 
consider only pairwise T 1 biquasi-proximity spaces. 

As we have seen in Theorem 3.9 a biquasi-proximity space CX, δ， δ-1) is pair

wise completely regular and all pairwise completely regular spaces are of this 

form, we shall call such spaces pai1'w(se pγoxiηzit)’ spaces. 
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DEFINITION 4.1 Let (X, 이) and (y, δ2) be two quasi-proximity spaces. A funct

ion f: X-• Y is said to be prox쩌깨 maPPing if (A, B) E δ1 ~ (f(A) , f(B)) ε δ2. 

DEFINITION 4.2 Let (X, 이， δ'2)' (y, δlr ， δ2’) be two biquasi-proximity spaces. 

A function f : X-• Y is said to be pa상씨se P7oxim때 mapping if f: (X, δ1)-→ 

(y, δ{) and f: (X, δ2)-→(y， δ2') is a proximity mapping. 

It is clear that f: (X, δ1)-’(y， δ2) is a proximity mapping iff f: (X, δl' 

이-1)_→(y， δ2' δ2- 1 ) is a pairwise proximity mapping. If δ션 is the proximity 

generated by 진， i=1 ,2, then iff: (X, δ1)-→(y， δ2) is a proximity mapping then 

so is f: (X, δ1*)-→(Y， 행. 

It is clear that every (pairwise) proximity mapping is (pair、，vise) continuous. 
For the converse we have the following result. 

THEOREM 4. 1 If (X, 이， δ1-1) a%d (Y, δ2' δ2-l) are pakμlise proxinzity spaces 

and X is pairμlise compact, then every paiγwise continuoμs function f: X-• Y is a 

pairwise proxiηzity mapping. 

PROOF. If A and B are subsets of X such that(A, B) 든 진 then (이 -1_cl A)n 

(δCclB) ~cþ， by Theorem 3. 10. Therefore f(δ1 :-1-clA) nf(δCclB)~cþ. Since f is 

pairwise continuous, f(δ1-1_clA) Cδ2 l-c1(f(A)) and f(δCclB)Cδ 2-cl(f(B)). 

Therefore δ2- 1-cl (j(A))nδ2-cl(f(B))~CÞ， which yields (δ2 -1_cl(f(A)) ， δ2-cl(f 
(B)) ε δ2’ which is equivalent to (f(A) , f(B))ε δ2 as required. 

* Let δ be a quasi-proximity on X and let δ be the proximity on X generated 
by δ. Then [11] 

‘:T(뺨)=sup{‘:T(δ) ， .!T (δ-1)} • 

Therefore (X, δ， ‘δ-1) is compact iff the proximity space (X, δ선 is compact. 

We shall now construct compactification of a pairwise proximity space (X, δ， 

δ-1) ， whose construction is similar to that Smirnov compactification given in [8]. 

Let δ* be the proximity generated by δ and let x be the set of al1 clusters in 

(X, δ*). For ACX, let 낄= {geX : A g U} and 1et f : X~• X be defined by 
setting f(x)=ux' the point cluster. Then (i) f is one-to-one, since δ* is separated 

and (ii) f(A)ζ킹， since A E Ux for each x ε A. 

LEMMA 4.1 There exists a quasi-proxz.ηzity e on:{{ such that the pairwise 

proximity space (:{{, e, e-1
) is compact. 
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PROOF. We define Q on the power set of !{ as follows: For subsets e, ç of 
X, we Iet (ξ， Ç) ε a iff Eζ4， çc흉 implies CA. B) ε δ. It follows easily that il 
is a quasi-proximity on !{. Let 한 be the proxirnity on X generated by Q. Let 함% 

denote the proximity of Smirnov compactification [8J. We shall show that 한 and 

합용 are same. Since 한 is the smallest proximity finer than Q and Q-1 and the 

proximity φ% is finer than both a and a-1 therefore δ빠 is finer than 한. Con

versely, assume Ce, Ç) 종 @빠， then there are subsets A and B of X such that E 

C낄， ÇC흉 and CA, B) 종 싼 the proximity generated by δ. But CA , B) 종 환 

implies the existence of finite covers {A1, …, Am}' {B1, "', Bn} of A and B such 

that C킷， Bj) 종 δ， CBj' Ai) 종 δ forany i=l , "', m, j=l , ;"', n. Clearly {횡 
:i=1, …, m}, mj :j=l , …, n} are finite covees of e and ç and for which 

{킹， 획) 훨 (흑，경 i) 훨 forany z'=l , "', m, j=l , …, n. This proves that ce, Ç) 줄 
함， showing that il** is coarser than 한. This together with the earlier made 

observation implies Q**=한. Since thespace CJj, 한카) is compact [8] , (X, a, a 
-1) is compact. 

LEMMA 4.2 CX, δ， δ-1) z's pairwise proxiηzally isomoφ'hz"c to ICX) μlith the 

subspace quasi-proximities z'nduced by Q and Q-1 and ICX) is dense in !{. 

PROOF. Since closure of ICX) in ‘rC함) is X , f(X) is dense in X. Now (f(A) , 
ICB)) ε g iff (C, D) ε δ， whenever ICA)CÇ;' ICB)C12 iff CC, D) ε δ， whenever 
AC환-clC， BCδ*-clD. But this last statement. is equivalent to CA, B) ε δ. So 

that CfCA) , ICB)) ε Q iH CA, B) ε δ. Thus X is pairwise proximaIly isomorphic 

to ICX). 

LEMMA 4.3 Every pairwise proximity maPPing g 01 CX, δ， δ-1) onto a dense 

sμbset 01 a compact space Cy, δl' δ1- 1 ) extends to a pairwise proximity isomorphism 

g 01 C!{, Q, Q-1) onto cy, δl' 이-1). 

pROOF. If 0- is a cluster in X , there corresponds a cluster 0-/ in Y. Since Y is 
<:ompact, 0-' is a point cluster. Thus every point in Y determines a unique cluster 

Cvia proximity isomorphism of the dense subspace) in X. Thus there exists a 

one-to-one map 강 : X--,y , which extends g. 

To prove that 강 is a pairwise proximity isomorphism it is sufficient to show 

that 호 : (X, a) • cy, 진) is a proximity isomorphism. Let e, ç be subsets of X 

such that if(f, Ç)εQ， then cr1-cl e)nCil-cl Ç) ￥ø. Hence there exists a σ e x 
such that ce, {Il}) E il and C {o-}, Ç)ε@. Let y=강(σ) ， then we have C {y} , 강CÇ)) 

ε δ1 and CξCE) ， {y}) ε δ1 whence Ci1 Cf)호CÇ)) ， εδl' Conversely consider CgCE). 
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강(Ç))εa‘l' then (δ[1-c1흥(E))n(δcclg(Ç)) ?i=ø since. Y is compact and hence 
pairwise compact. Let y be in this intersection and let 0'=흥 -1(y). If A ε 0' and 

Ecll, then (g(E) , A) ε δ and 용(E)ζδ'*-clB， which imply (B, A) ε 5 SO that (1?, 
{O'})εQ. Similarly ({O'}, Ç) ε Q from which we conclude that (E, Ç) ε a. 

Above three lemmas taken together prove the main results of this section. 

THEOREM 4. 2 Every ψairwise proximity space (X , δ， δ-1) is a dense subspace of 

a unique (up to paiγμlise proximity isomorphism) compact space C!{, Q, Q-1). 1f A, B 

are subsets of X , then (A, B) E δ iff (Q-1-clA) n (Q-clB) ?i=ø. 

REMARK In the statement of the above theorem, we have identified X with 
f(X) as is usually done. 

We conclude this section by an important result about the extension of maps 
from the spaces to their compáctifications. 

THEOREM 4.3 Every pairwise proximity maPPing g of (X. δl' δ1-l) 0%to (Y, δ2’ 

δ'2- 1) has a unique extension 흥 wMch z.s pairμlZ.se proximzïy maPPing of the com
pactifica#on of X onto the compactzfica#on of Y. 

PROOF. If 0'1 is a cluster in X , then there corresponds a cluster 0'2 in Y (since 

g: (X, δ1￥)→(Y. O2*) is a proximity mapping) such that 

0'2= {PCY ; (P, g(C)) ε δ2* for all C ε 0' 1}' 

Let 호(0'1)= 0'2' Then 흥 maps K to y. Clearly g(따) =O'g(x). i. e. g agrees with g 

on X (identifying X with f(X)). To show that 흥 is a pairwise proximity mapp
ing, we shall show that (E, Ç) ε 화 implies (g(E)) , g(Ç)) ε Q2' i. e. , if 호(P)C 
킹， 강(Ç)C흉， then (A, B) ε δ2' If (A. B) 풍 δ2’ then there exists sets C and D in 

Y such that (A. Y -C) 풍 δ2' (Y -D. B)훌갤 and (C. D) 졸 δ2' Since 강(1?)I낄， Y-C' 

belongs to no cluster ing(E). For if Y -C is in some cluster in 강(1?)， then A 
and Y -C belong to some cluster and so (A. Y -C)εδ*. which is a contradiction. 

So g-1(y -C)=X-g-1(C) belongs to no cluster in E. This shows that EC 
g:;(c).SimilarlY çci치(D). Since (E. Ç)εδ1， we must have (g-l(C). g-l(D)) ε 
δ1 which yields a contradiction. since g is a proximity mapping from (X, δ1) ontÛ' 

(Y. δ2)' Theorefore g : (K, 화)→(y. Q2) must be a proximity mapping. 

That g is onto follows from the fact that f(Y)ζg(K)cy， f(Y) is dense in y 

and g(K) is compact w. r. t. Q1*' 
We now show that 호 is unique. Suppose g’#흥 is another extension. Then there 

is a U ε x such that 흥'(O')?i=강 (0'). Since y is Hausdorff w. r. t ‘:T (Qi용) and 
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g : (X, ‘r(Ql*)•([, ‘;r(~*))) is continuous there exists a neighbourhood $ of σ 

such that g(1?) n강'($) = rþ, Since f(X) is dense in K, there exists x ε X such 

that σx ε $nfCX). For such a (Jx' g(σ)~ 강’(σx)' Therefore g and 강， do not 

agree on fCX) and hence not on X. 
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